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The research vessel Kewatec Work 1850 Survey is a multi-purpose vessel built for 
marine research and training both in shallow archipelago waters as well as in open 
seas.

The vessel consists of work deck areas, wet and dry laboratories, a walk-in freezer, 
large in-door storage spaces, tank rooms, engine rooms, and a wide wheelhouse 
with 360 degrees view. The boat can be handled from 4 separate steering positions.

The propulsion is based on Volvo Penta main engines with IPS propulsion. The turn-
ing pods with counter-rotating propellers enable precise positioning and excellent 
maneuverability. The boat is equipped with joystick docking and driving, as well as 
an integrated Dynamic Positioning system. The Kohler gensets produce an on-de-
mand power supply for up to 55 kW consumption.

The vessel is largely equipped with deck handling equipment needed for environ-
mental and zoological research as well as anchoring and buoy tasks. There are two 
remote-controlled loading cranes, a Fassi F155 and a Fassi M25, both equipped with 
winches. The research vessel is also equipped with hydraulic capstans, an anchor 
winch, a separate sample crane with a winch, chain stoppers, a sampling table with 
the integrated water system, etc. The big aft deck is also prepared with container 
fittings for quick fixing of two 20″ containers. The deck handling operations can be 
done safely and efficiently with the DP mode and the wheelhouse also has a sepa-
rate aft steering position with full supervision over the aft deck.

The complete boat is well insulated and equipped with water circulated heating and 
thanks to the ice-reinforced aluminum hull construction, the vessel is suitable to op-
erate also during the wintertime. The heat pumps also ensure comfortable air-con-
ditioned wheelhouse and laboratory spaces throughout the year.

The vessel is certified for operation in the Finnish archipelago but also in interna-
tional waters. The hull shape is customized for this specific purpose, with a special 
focus on shallow draft, low fuel consumption, and good sea-keeping abilities in high 
waves.

This boat is made with the following propulsions. However, each 
boat is customized according to customer requirements.

APPLICATION Work & Survey
LENGTH   18,5 M
BEAM   7,1 M
DRAFT   1,5 M
DISPLACEMENT  40 T
SPEED Range 20 - 30 KN
ENGINE Range  2 x 500 - 800 HP
FUEL    3000 L
CREW    2
PASSENGER   34

Main Dimensions:
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General Arrangement:
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Details:

MAIN ENGINE  VOLVO PENTA D11-650 IPS
   OR ANY MODERN INBOARD
   DIESEL ENGINE WITH
   FIXED PROPELLERS
AUX ENGINE  K HLER 35 KW and
   K HLER 20,5kW

FURUNO, SIMRAD OR RAYMARINE
AC AND HEATING IN ALL SPACES
FASSI F155 AND FASSI M25
TOILET AND SHOWER
LABORATORY WITH CHEMFAST FUME HOOD
REFRIGERATOR & FRIDGE
PENTRY
300L FRESH WATER TANK
FIREPRO EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM

HULL & DECK  MARINE ALUMINIUM 
SUPERSTRUCTURES MARINE ALUMINIUM

Engine & Propulsion

Navigation, Communication & Equipment

Constructions
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Oy Kewatec AluBoat Ab

Kokkola
Isokarintie 1

FI-67900 Kokkola

Porvoo
Tolkkisten satamatie 5

FI-06750 Porvoo

Bergen
Martec AS, Sjødalsvegen 20 

NO-5305 Florvåg

+358 (0) 207 780 660
sales@kewatec.fi

www.kewatec.fiBusiness ID:
FI19884459


